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Abstract
In the framework of the Russian Italian Misston (RIM) program,

PAMELA is the experiment devoted to the accurate measurement of
the positron and antiproton spectra from the very low energy thresh-
old of 100 MeV up to more than 50 GeV, and to hunt antmuclei with
sensitivity better than 10"7 in the antihelium/helium ratio. A perma-
nent magnet equipped by microstrip silicon sensors, measures the particle
momentum with MDR=400 GV/c on GF=25 cm2 sr. An accurate ToF
system, a 19 Xo deep imaging calorimeter, an aerogel Cherenkov counter
and a TRD detector complement the spectrometer in order an efficient
e ± / p ± separation and some light isotope identification capability. The
PAMELA experiment will be carried out on a 700 km high polar orbit,
on board of the Earth-Observation Meteor-3A satellite, to be launched
at the end of 1988.

1 Introduction
The Russian Italian Mission (RIM) program takes advantage of the polar
satellites of the series RESOURCE that the VNIIEM Institute of Moscow is
regularly sending in space for the Earth surface observation. The polar orbit
of these satellites guarantees the best collection rates and explorable energy
ranges for the cosmic ray observation. The udownward to the Earth" attitude
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of the Earth observation satellites is the proper one for the "outward form
the Earth" required for observing cosmic rays. Finally the high height of
their orbit (700 kg) allows a very long life of these satellites, whose actitude
is mainly regulated by magnetic guidance systems. For these reasons during
the 1993 our collaboration had an intense negotiation with the VNIIEM for
accommodating particle telescopes on board of their satellites, concluded in
November by the RIM feasibility study report [I).

The RIM program develops on three strictly interconnected stages:
- the RIM-1 experiment, by the small silicon detector telescope NINA, that

besides a rich program of physics in the low energy range (tens of MeV/nudeon)
will study the background fluxes and the silicon detector stability and possible
degradation parameters on the RESOURCE orbit;

- the RIM-2 experiment, by the magnetic spectrometer PAMELA de-
scribed in this talk, for the antimatter study in the cosmic rays;

- the preparation of the technology for a possible RIM-3 experiment, based
on the imaging calorimeter GILDA, for the detection of high energy 7-rays.

The NINA telescope and the GILDA project are described in other papers
presented at this conference.

2 The scientific objectives of the PAMELA exper-
iment

The objectives of the RIM-2 experiment performed with the PAMELA tele-
scope are the following:

- measurement of the antiproton and positron fluxes from less than 100 MeV
up to more than 50 GeV;

- search for antinuclei with a sensitivity approaching 10~a for the antihe-
lium/heliura ratio;

- energy spectra of the light isotopes in the few GeV/nucleon range;
- energy spectra up to several tens of GeV for the most abundant elements.
Additional objectives can be addressed, profitting of the polar orbit and

of the long duration (>3 years) of the mission before and after the maximum
of the 23rd solar activity cycle:

- modulation of galactic rays in heliosphere, by the study of latitude and
longitude distributions of observed fluxes as a function of solar activity in a
wide range of energies and particles;

- generation, distribution and acceleration of solar cosmic rays in the in-
ternal heliosphere;

- magnetosphere of the Earth in quiet and in disturbed conditions;
- stationary and disturbed fluxes of high energy particles in the Earth

magnetosphere, such as protons and electrons from decay of albedo neutrons,
antiprotons from albedo antineutrons, or fluxes variation connected with Earth
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seismic activity and formation of typhoons;
- anomalous component of cosmic rays.

Table 1: Main parameters of the elements of the
PAMELA telescope
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<342 Figure 1: The Pamela tele-
scope

3 The baseline design of the telescope
The experimental approach is the same of that proposed for the Wizard ex-
periment on Astromag and used for the balloon flights of the Wizard collab-
oration (see the appropriate papers presented at this conference). It is based
on the simultaneous measurement of the momentum of the particle in a mag-
netic spectrometer and of the pattern of the energy released in an imaging
calorimeter. An energy release greater than that deduced from the rigidity
measured in the spectrometer will be a significant signature for the annihi-
lation identification. Furthermore the imaging capability of the calorimeter
combines in the same instrument the particle identification by the pattern of
its interaction inside the caiorimetric volume.

Therefore the PAMELA telescope consists of:
(a) a permanent magnet equipped by a tracker based on microstrip silicon

crystals for measuring the rigidity of the particle;
(b) an imaging calorimeter based on macrostrip silicon crystals for mea-

suring the energy released by the particle and for identifying its nature by its
interaction inside the caiorimetric volume.

Other detectors complete the telescope:
(c) the first level trigger and the Time of Flight of the particle through the

telescope are given by a system of four hodoscopes of scintillation counters;
(d) an aerogel Cherenkov counter helps the calorimeter in identifying the

electrons and positrons up to 3 GeV;
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Figure 2: Proton spillover background in the p/p mea
surement (cut efficincics: 1, 0.9, 0.6. 0.3)

(e) a Transition Radiation Detector gives the same identification from 1.5
GeV up to the highest energies;

(f) several scintillation counters surround the magnet and can be put in
anticoincidence for a better definition of the magnet entrance and for shielding
the tracker from particle showering in the magnet;

(g) a scintillation counter on the bottom of the telescope give a fast label
of the going through particles and of the not contained showers.

The telescope is closed in an Aluminium shell. The inner diameter and
height of the shell are 140 cm and 105 cm. It will be mounted on the "outward
from Earth" basis of the cylindrical body of the satellite. The total mass of the
experiment will be 376 kg, and it will need 342 W to operate. The scheme of
the telescope is reported in Fig. 1 and the volume, mass, number of channels
and power consumption of each element are reported in table I.

The magnetic system is constituted by five identical permanent magnets
interleaving six detection planes, each plane consisting of eight double-side rni-
crostrip silicon crystals It gives an average magnetic field of more than 3.5 kG
on a 45 cm long path; the corresponding Maximum Detectable Rigidity is 385
GV/c. The Geometry Factor is 25 cm2 sr, allowing to collect the numbers
of particles and nuclei reported in Table 2. This acceptance was chosen for
matching the collection of a significant rate on the most rear particles (the
antiprotons) up to the highest detectable rigidity. The foreseen p/p flux ratio
is compared in Fig. 2 with the spillover of protons on the antiproton side.
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